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ABSTRACT

Because of the clnsh of opinior, on the effectiverc,, of artific.'.•1

cloud seeding as a means of increasin.g ipr.tation, an objactive method of ap-

praisal is imperative. The problem is herein shown to be statistical, and the

gereral philosophy of valid statistical inference is elucidated. In the lighit

of this background, the peculiarities of meteorological data are poj nttd out,

and the pitfalls of ordinary procedures are discussed. An experimental design

capable of resolving the present controversy is presented in the Appendix, and

evidence of its soundness and power is cited in the text.
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A POSSIBLE EXPERILMMAL DESIGN
FOR TESTIOJ THE EFFECT OF ARTIFICIAL CLOUD SEEDING

Because of the inherent variab" i y of rainfall, it is very difficult

to determine whether or not the artificial seeding of clouds has produced pre-

cipitation over and above that which would be expected naturally. Current ar-

guments pro and con attest to this difficulty. Mch disagreement can be avoid-

ed if the rules of experimental procedure and interpretation are laid down in

advance, for controversies are more difficult to resolve if the data are analyz-

ed after the fact. For this reason, we have endeavored to develop an experimen-

tal design of such nature that a given outcome can be appraised objectively on

the basis of the probability of obtaining such a result by chance, if seeding

were assumed ineffective.

For purposes of this report, we consider it unnecessary to present de-

tailed masses of meteorological ii-formation, since much of this is common know-

ledge to all who have analyzed weather records. Drawing upon well established

facts, we propose to discuss the logical and statistical issues involved in the

design of experiments capable of determining, with reasonable assurance, whether

or not seeding causes a significant increase in rainfall. Besides giving expli-

cit directions for applying the technique which we have devised, ve cite evi-

dence that its underlying assumptions are sound and shovr that it is sensitive

enough to detect even a relatively small increase over natural precipitation.

If it were possible to predict with perfect accuracy how much preci-

pitation would occur in the absence of seeding, it vwould be a simple matter to

determine the effect of seeding. Again, even without an accurate forecast of

rainfall aside from artificial modifications, it might still be possible to e-

valuate the contribution due to seeding, if the ensuing physical processes were

precisely known. Unfortunately, neither condition is satisfied at present, and

in default of both, the problem of testing the effect of seeding is statistical.

The natural pattern of rainfall 's extremely variable from one storm to another,

and even monthly averages are highly divergent from year to yeari nevertheless,

under natural conditions, there exists a certain probability distribution of

rainfall. If seeding wore effective, the observed rainfall would show a greater

tendency toward larger values than under natural conditions. The teohnique of
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determining whether or not a real change has takpn place comes under the general

heading of the testing of statistical hypotheses. The province of experimental

design is to provide settings wherein valid tests can be made.

The statistical theory of erperimcntal design boils dovmn to the con-

utruction of a test variato satisf%,ing two conditions:

1. The test variate measures the relevant effect of the treatment in qucs-

tiono

2. Its probability distribution is knlAm under the null hypothesis that

the experimental treatment does not affect the test variate.

In ordinary analyses of observations dravm frou a specified population, the task

of constructing an appropriate test variate is relatively simple, since one can

usually hypothesize the independence of individual observations, or at worst, a

form of dependence vhich presents no analytical obstacles. The aim of the tech-

nician is then to choose from several valid tests one which has maximum sensi-

tivity. Having performed the experiment and computed the statistic previously

decided upon, one passes judgement as to the tenability of the null hypothesis.

If the value of the test variate is found to lie very far outside of the com-

mon interval of variation, the null Ivpothesis is rejected, and one concludes

that a significant effect has tak-en place.

Let us review the two conditions upon wi*ch a valid test depends.

First, the measurement must be relevant. This requirement rules out both in-

cidental phenomena and significant effects apart from the experimental treatmcnt.

Any action whatever must have some kind of result, but unless the result ebtain-

ed is of the kind intended, it is beside the point. For examnlo, when 13 plrr-

ing cards are dealt from a standard deck we.thout Jokers, it i3 certdin that the

outcome will be a legitimate hand of bridge. Now, the probability of obtaining

any preassigncd hand as a random draw from the deck is about I0"22, and if the

hand were specified in advance, the event of drawing it would be overwhelming-

ly significant of skill. Unforseen as a particular entity, the same hand sig-

nifies nothing more nor less than the fact that some permutation is bound to

occur. A continuous variate presents this situation in its logical extreme.

Hero, provided the distribution function is continuous, the probability of ob-

taiing any preassigned value exactly is serop therefore, ono considers the

,i



probability of obtaining a value within a stated neighborhood of a given point.

lithout reforoncc to actual data, it must be decided how the test variate will

be interpreted with regard to the intended operation of the treatment. This is

a logical issue which can be settled a priori. For instance, if the purpose of

the treatment is to increase a certain variable, then it is appropriate to in-

terpret the experimental result in relation to the class of all values equal to
or greater than the one obtained. Once an admissible standard of interpretation
has been defined, and a given experimental outcom. proves to be highly improb-
able on the basis of the null Iypothosis, the rejection of the null kypothesis

is then reasonable. On the other hand, a significant influence might be exert-

ed by some dominant factor other than the treatment deliberately applied.

.'Whre it is felt that a situation of this sort might exist, great care must be

exercised in the construction of the test variate, in order that the measured

effect be properly attributable to the experimental treatment alone. This is

one of the most vulnerable points in the design of experiments. Techniques of

controlling or at least accounting for extraneous sources of variability are in-

troduced to prevent inflation of the supposed effect of the experim.ntal treat-

ment. Such techniques, .-hon correctly employed, have the further advantage of

making the test mere sensitive. In addition to direct methods of control, a

safeguard against unsuspected or unmanageable factors is supplied by randomiz-

ation. Randomization does not eliminate disturbing influences but corrects for

them in a probability sense by affording an opportunity for the test variate to

be decreased as often as increased by their presence. A mere cogent reason for

randomization, however, is that the whole structure of the statistical testing

of hypotheses is built upon the concept of randor, sampling.

The second condition for validity is that the probability distribution

of the test variate be known under the null bypothesis. To meet this require-

ment, it is ordinarily necessary to proceed in steps. The measurements that can

be made directly are usually found to involve several sources of variation at

once. The first step, therefore, is to design the experiment in such a way that

the net effect of the experimental treatment can be derived from the direct mea-

surements. As a rule, the probability distribution of the synthetic variable

thus constructed will be kncwn theoretically in its general character, but there

will be some unknown parameters which will have to be specified before the dis-

tribution function can be evaluated quantitatively. Almost without exception,

however, it is impossible to determine the exact value of a parameter from ob-



servational data. Therefore, the statistician proceeds to the next stage of
his solution. Through a combination of ingenuity and good fortune, it frequent-

ly happens that one can find a function which incorporates the synthetic varia-

ble previously darived in such a way as to preserve the property of relevance

and yet elirdnate the unknown parameters, without introducing arn new ones. The

probability distribution of the resulting quantity will then bo determinate. A
function of this sort is called a para-ntor-frec variatc and is the only type

suitable for the exact testing of statistical hVpothoscs where the parent distri-

bution has unkn)mn parameters. In the construction of a parameter-free variate,

the statistical independence of the component parts is so nearly essential that

one seldom encountcrs a solvable problem whercin the conponents are not indepen-
dent. To derive the probability distribution of a function of two or more var-

iables, their Joint distribution must be utilized either explicitly or implic-

itly. Now, the joint distributioi, of statistically independent variates can be

obtained irmzdiately from their separate distributions. Otherwise, the joint

distribution function would have to be known in its own right, and this would be

a remarkable coincidence.

Quite understandably, marV people distrust conclusions based upon sta-

tistical evidence. Their suspicion is due in part to previous experience with

fallacious arguments and faulty handline of data, but it is due in large measure

also to the inherent subtlety which characterizes the field of probability.

Without being able to place the tag of sophistry upon aWy particular step of a

demonstration, one frequently feels an intuitive maareness that a proof is un-

sound. Barring acts of deliberate misrcpresentation, such as culling the data

to find support for a preconceived thesis, one still can vitiate a statistical

argument by failing to observe the conditions upon which validity depends. But

if disturbing influences have been clininated from the Pmalysis, so that the

test variate measures what it purports to kwasure; if the correct probability

distribution has been crployedi and if the sanple has been dramn with due re-
gard for randomization-then it is unreasonable to deny the conclusion reached.

For under these conditions, the result for the data in question will be unique
and all competent statisticians will obtain the same answer.

In comon with other meteorological elements, rain is distributed in

a nonrandom fashion both in space and in time. True, the climatological dis-
tribution of rainfall at a given point incorporates the existing serial corro-



lation, so that the empirical probability of the occurrence of any stated range

of values is faithfully represented by the corresponding climatological rela-

tive frequency. Nevertheless, the joint probability of the occurronce of a

particular set of values cannot be derived from the climatological distribution

of individual observations, because the data are not statistically independent,

and at the present time too little is known about their stochastic relation-

ships. Therefore, the problem of obtaining a test variato having a known pro-

bability distribution is complicated. Viliere individual values of a sequence
are not collectively at random, striking phcnonena are apt to happen. Thus,
apparent periodicities are easily found in restricted portions of a time series,
and well defined patterns show up in spatial distributions. Such events are
definitely not in harmorn with statistical independence, and, of course, a sta-
tistical test involving the tacit assurption of independence will indicate a
significant divergence from the null hypothesis. With reference to precipita-

tion, for instance, relatively large amounts of rainfall almost always occur in

some locality or other during nearly every rainstorm of rride extent, and unless

one pinpoints in advance the area being considered, a supposed effect can usual-

3y be found.

Besides the difficulties caused by statistical dependence, the question

of proper allocation of effects is a serious one. Unless the amount of rainfall

that would occur naturally can be taken into account in some equitable WW, the

effect of seeding cannot be appraised.

In designing experiments to study the effect of seeding upon rainfall,

one is first led to the idea of setting up a control area and an area to be seed-

ed. It would be advisable, of course, to determine from climatology the charac-

teristics of these two areas and try to adjust then so that they are as nearly

as possible equally affected by are given rainstorm. This involves the problem

of how large the areas should be and also how close t9gether they should be. It

is often suggested that one area be used as a prediction for the second area, so

that an estimate might be obtained as to what should occur in the second area,

assuming no effect of the seeding. From the basic climatology of the areas in-

volved, it is possible to compute linear or nonlinear regression functions con-

nesting various groups of stations, as well as the conditional and simultaneous

probabilities of the occurrcnce of rainfall at aw two stations or areas as func-

tions of the distance between them. This form of analysis was examined in groat
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detail and rejected on the ground of onc serious objection which makes this

typo of axporimontation undesirable, avon vhon the areas to bo seeded arc docid-

ed each time by the toss of a coin. Although statistically it is possible to

compute overall correlations or probabilities from extended records, the overall

values are poor approximations to current stochastic relationships. Both the

correlations and the probabilities vary vridely frorm year to year as functions of

the weather processes which are prevalent at the tine considered. Consequently

any experimentation utilizing this sort of technique must be continued over a

good manjy years, in order to take into account the variations in the parameters

from year to year. It must be roerinbered that there exist such things as weather

processes which are the dorinant feature in d~tcrmining the regression lines for

a specific period, and therefore, the zu. ount of rainfall at various stations de-

pends upon these characteristics, For this reason, the area being considered

must itself act as a control area as w=ll as an area of seeding, in order to car-

ry out the experiments in a reasonable length of time.

When the Geophysical Research Directorate approached us wi'dth a specifi-

cation for this report, they intinated that the 7iork should be clone so that the

possibility of conducting these experimonts during the latter part of the smn-

nor of 1951 was not excluded. For this reason, the actual conputation and anal-

yses were made on 37 years of data for the suinor months, Juhe, July, and August,

although our experience, which has been relatively great, would indicate that

without doubt the sane difficulties would occur dutring. ny period of the year,

and the data would perform analogously. In order to have available for analysis

large areas •hich wore relatively free of orographical and sea effects, we chose

Iowa and South Dakota as locations. ;We examined vcej closely the distribution of
rainfall over a square area 165 miles on a side, i'horc the recording stations

were very dense. The area was subdivided into a square grid 15 miles on a side,

and the rainfall values at the intersection points of the grid were estimated bV

interpolation. T'1is was done for hourly, imekly, anl monthly observations. The

emphasis was placed upon hourly data, since the behavigr of individual storms

could be studied most affectively.

Attempts were made to characterize the precipitation patterns by util-

izing orthogonal polynomials-a technique which had provod fruitful in previous

work with pressure maps. Unfortunately, the precipitation patterns wore so con-

plicated that a workable nuabor of polynomials failed even to represent more than



70 percent of the variability, even eihcn the data imrc smoothed in a reasonable

fashion . Furthermore, when largo anunts of rainfall wore added to various sec-

tions of the grid, in order to rcpresent a lpothotical seeding effect, it was

not possible to observe a characteristic change in the polynomials. Consequent-

ly, the polynonials could not be used to indicate changes in the rainfall dis-

tribution.

It would readily occur to anyone that viorking with smaller areas would

mitigate the difficulty of characterization, and that perhaps simple tests of

significance could then be devised. Granting this, it is still difficult to

determine what size the area should be; for there must be room enough to seed one

portion and reserve the rest for control, and yet the area must be compact enough

to permit a feasible anal-tical representation of the observed rainfall, under

natural conditions. Howiever, it is along this direction that we finally decided

upon a test which appears to be satisfactory. Standard experimental designs were

criticalýy examined, and even some nonlinear hypotheses were explored. Particu-

lar consideration waz given to these designs Which lend themselves to the use of

mean square successive differences and other schemes for eliminating pronounced

local trends in the rainfall pattern. All of these exPerirmental designs were
found to be unsound in the light of the observed behavior of rainfall, if the

area were at all large.

After the examination of a groat deal of data in the area chosen, the

plan presented in the Appendix appeared to be the only workable one which com-

bined a tenable hypothesis rith a sufficient reduction of the meteorological

variability, so that if seeding has arX, effect it should be observable with a

reasonable number of experiments. Particular details of the experiment are open

to change and can be modified in wrs tihat seem practical. It is, of course, pos-

sible that the actual seeding cannot be performed adequately for this type of con-

figuration and that adjustments will have to be made in. the light of practicality,

which will reduce the efficiency of the test.

*In the method ultimately developed, smoothing was not employed.



The final plan which seems most adaptable to the experiments, utilizes

a square grid containing nine observation stations, located about 15 miles apart.

The station at the center of the grid aid the one in the middle of the edge which

is directly downwind arm the two stations to be seeded. The actual rainfall to

be expected at those two stations, exclusive of seeding effects, can be estimat-

ed very well from the remaining seven stations. Therefore, the deviations of

the actual from estimated values at these two stations provide the basis for the

test variate.

In our view, this design eliminates the cause of statistical dependence.

'Jo identify the spatial correlation from point to point with an undcrlying con-

tinuous geometrical distribution of rainfall existing at the time of observation,

and we attribute the scrial correlation to the persistence of this pattern.

Therefore ve have bypothesizod that the removal of the geometrical idealization

would leave residuals which are individually and collecti-?ly at random. Lack-

ing rainfall observations located exactly in a square array, we chocked the by-

p't i-sized distribution of the test variatc as best we could with data read from

contour maps of actual rainfall. Uie -ish to call explicit attention to this fact

and recommcnd that a few tri.,Is be made with direct observations without seeding.

Using 50 sets of nine values, we found that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for good-

ness of fit* supported the hypothesis at 'etter than the 20 percent level of sig-

nificance.

I1ar7 of these sots were taken from contiguous (though nonovorlapping)

areas and from consecutive hours, but we advise a different sampling procedure

in field practice. If a great mcny observations iero taken over the experimen-

tal area, the shape of the geometrical surface could then be determined iithin

any preassigned tolerance. In that event, it should not matter how dense the

samples are in space or time. As a practical expedient, howevor, we have approx-

•inated the true surface by a proper3ly oriented plane. This approximation should

be quite satisfactory for the limited area considered, but it introduces the pos-

sibility of a small systematic error, if the samples are too close toGether.

Therefore, randomization should be employed in actual operations.

*Frank J. Nassey, Jr. t "The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Ooodness of Fit",

Journal of the American Statistical Association, Vol. 46# No. 253, Mar.h, 1951,
p. 68-78.
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With regard to the degree of approximation attainable with a plane sur-

face, we have found that the multiple correlation is very high. In about 35 per-

cent of thc cases, the m-itiple correlation exceeded .95; in about 55 percent, it

exceeded .90; in about 65 percent, it exceeded .85; and in about 75 percent, it

excooded .80. Accordingly, it would bc feasible to restrict the formal analysis

to those samples for which the plane surface is a good fit. This can be done by

having a few samples to sparq and it does not violate any principles of rigor,

because the selection will be made entirely without reference to the amounts of
rainfall at the test points.

If seeding increases rainfall to any appreciable extent, the test vari-

ate should respond unmistakably. The kind of response available in a typical

sample is exhibited in Table I. Here the value of the test variate was computed

in five cases from rainfall data obtained as previously stated.

Table I
Values of Test Variatc Under Three Conditions

Case atur l dition of RF5 in. AMdi=on of .10 in.SConditionsc at Test Points at Test Points

1 -. 42 3.40 6.17

2 1.75 2.90 3.92

3 -. 94 4.91 9.69

4 .45 3.33 5.42
5 -. 76 7.83 13.60

Then the original rainfall at the tWo hypothetically seeded points was arbitrar-

ily increased by .05 in., and the corresponding value of the test variate was re-

computedi finally, the original rainfall at the two points was arbitrarily in-

creased by .10 in., and the corresponding value of the test variate was compixtod

again. The test variate is strongly affected in every case, although not to a

uniform degree, inasmuch as the internal variability of the actual data is also

involved. The probability levels associated with each value of the test variate

are shown in Table II. Even the individual values obtained from the modified rain-

fall amounts are significant; the collective signifinance levels*, however, would

*The collective significance level.is not the product of the separate probabili-

ftes. For exposition, see Appendixe
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Table II
Associated Probability Levels

Sur ioo
e.s Conditions at Test Points l at Test Points

J .65 .o14 .0018
2 .08 .022 .0087

3 .80 .004 .0003
4 .34 .014 .0028

5 .75 .001 .0001

be utterly conclusive. For natural conditions, the collective significance level

is .52, which comfortably sustains the null hypothesis; for the addition of .05 in.

the collective significance level is about 2.4 x l0-7, which indicates that the

null hypothesis is most definitely untenable; and for the addition of .10 in.,

the collective significance level is about 8.5 x I10"I, which is so small that it

would be preposterous to entertain the null hypothesis.

One might ask whethor .05 in. vnd .10 in. represent uncommonly large

hourly rainfall amounts in themselves. In the area considered, the empirical

distributions of hourly rainfall during the month of July mere obtained for five

regular vmather stations. Table III presents the relative frequencies with which

the hourly rainfall, when it does rain, equals or exceeds .05 in. and .10 in. re-

Table III

Relative Frequencies with which July rainstorms at Five Stations in Iowa
Produce Hourly Amounts of Stated !agnitudes

Staio At Least I At Least iAt Least At Least
Statio I.L5 in. 1.10 in. .15 L. .20 in.

Burlington .51 .33 .26 .21
Coon Rapids .4 .26 .18 .13
De.so Moines .43 .29 i20 .14

Keokuk .49 .33 .20 .16

Washington .56 .37 .26 .19

apectively, as wall as the same information for .15 in. and .20 in. From the

table, it is evident that an hour's accumulnation of rain frequently smoUnms to as

mch as .05 in. or .10 in.



Because the proposed experimental areas are sufficient3y small, they

can be located in mar7 places, and arq number of them can be pooled to obtain a

combined measure of significance, as described in the Appendix. Although this

set-up is probably not the on3jy one which might Pork, mw hold that anW valid sys-

teo would have to preserve the essential attributes of this desi•n.

'I



APPEND IX

ISATHEUAICAL MANASIS OF PROPOSED EXPERhIJEZ?



The contemplated statistical test calls for a criterion variate which
is approximately normal3y distributed. Hourly rainfall io a cross betw'esn A dis-
crete and continuous variate, having a fairly large probabl.'ity of the occurrernce

of exactly zero, an appreciable probability of a trace of rainfall, and in the
measurable range, a skewed probability density function of rainfall as a contin-

uous variate. To obtain a statistically mageable variate, we shall exclude

from consideration values of hourly rainfall less than .05 in. and to reduce the
skewness me shall work with the natural logarithm of the observed rainfall.

As a coj:promise between the requirements of keeping the test area small
enough to be statistically homogeneous and large enough to support a subdivision
into seeded and nonseeded portions, we have chosen to vmrk with experimental plots
containing nine observation points. Ideally these plots should be square in shape
and subdivided into quadrants, with the observations lying at the corners of the
grid squares, as shown in Figure 1. The actual orientation of the plot must be

Rn R12___ 13_

S332 R33

Figum~ 1

such that the prevailing wind direction during the hour of observation is paral-

lel to the line segment R22' 2, with R1 dom"Vw5n" from R2 2. We shall consider
first the ideal pattern and later take vp the modifications necess-7" in case
the square grid becomes operationally impracticable.



In FIgure 1, the symbols Rj (i,j - 1, 2, 3) ropresont the nine observa-
tions of rainfall and indicate, at the same time, the locations of the obserma-
tion points. Choose a rectangular coordinate system with origin at the center of

the aqua"r (R. 2), the X-axdia coinciding vith the line R~1R22 23, and the Y-axisa
coinciding with the line 11 2. 2 "R3 . Taking the side of a grid square as the unit
of length, we sat up the X-Y coordinate pattern showvn in Figure 2.

(-,) (o .)1o)

(-i-.0) 1o,Ql (1,-11

Figure 2

Within the test plot, the natural logarithm rj of the rainfall j at the point
(xiyj) is ausumed to satisfy a linear regression equation given 1r

P o + k~i+P7

Hre w make the standard assumptions, namely that

where the it s are independent normal.y distributwd variAes with sero mean and

comn variante

Three points should be borne in mine with regard to the regression func-

tion p. First, andL most imortant, is the faet that we do not have to assuwm that
the parmeters POP pil P2 are Invariani Crom place to place on the map, or from
atorm to storm at a fixed location, %hatever the parameters might be for the



storm and test plot in question, we shall estimate them from the observational

data taken from thrt one time and place, without dependence upon climatological

records. Second, the statistical test of significance will be parameter-freei

that is, it will be a determinate function of observable quantities. Third,

even if the distribution of the logarithm of rainfall is not very nearly normal,

it is still quite reasonable to assume a normal distribution for the residual

variate z, because the removal of a definite geometric pattern p from r could

well leave normally distributed random deviations.

The hypothetical regression function .p will be approximated by a aim-

ilar function r* where

r abo + blx+b 2y

and the constants b0, bl, b2 will be determined from the data. Seeding will be

confined to two points, (0,0) and (0,1). The remaining seven points will be used

to fit the constants. Since these points will not be seeded, the function r
will provide an estimate of the amount of rainfall which would occur naturally.

Briefly, the object of the design is this: The experimental control will be furn-

ished by the regression function, and the measure of effectiveness will be based

upon the deviations of actual rainfall from the regression function at the two

seeded points. The experiment will be replicated as often as necessary to build

up a conclusive body of evidence. The statistical theory and computational pro-

cedure are presented in the following paragraphs.

From established principles of mathematical expectation, it can be

proved that an unbiased estimate of the residual variance d2 is given by 62,

where

s2 . 'Criil - r ij ) . .Z(%r 'i T: . ij )
N -3 4

Being a function of random variables, the statistic a 2,is itself a random variable.

Its probability distribution is simply related to that of chi-square, inasmuch as

the variate 4s /oF is distributed precisely as chi-squaro with f9ur degrees of

freedom.

If, under the assumptions stated, a statistically derived regression

function r* is applied to fresh data, the attendant deviation rij - r*j, regard-

ed as a random variable, will be normally distributed with soro mean, but its



lariance mil be a function of the sampling variances and covariances of the es-
timated regression constants bo, bl, h e variance of r- is

E(r., - r*,) 2 - E(rc, - .)2 + zrj - %P2

. a + E(r ij ) 2

Py direct substitution

E(r *i - p) 2 " Et(b - PO) + (bi - Pj)x, + (b2 - P2)X•]2

To evaluate this quadratic, matrix notation is convenient. Introduce the matrix

A - Zx &2 Z

and denote its inverse by A"1. The first element N of the matrix A represents
the sample size, which in this case is 7. Define the row vector

v-l Xj Y 7)

and let v t stand for its transpose. Then it ran be demonstrated that

EC(bo - PO) + (b- Plxi + (b2 - P2 *o]2 2 vA-,v

Hence the variance of r j -r * 1  is

E(.i. - r* )2 . a(3 + vA'3v,)

The latter quantity in parentheses is a numerical constant which can be computed
without reference to the rainfall amounts.

Consider now the deviations

Uo r22-r2



The variance of uo is koa2 and that of u1 is 1 .l" where,

k (I + voA 1v'o)
0 0 0

k- (1 + viA J•I

in which v0 e (1 0 0), v1 - (1 0 1). We have observed that u0 and xý

are normal variates, each having a mean of zero. If wp nmw construct the linear

combination

this too will be normally distributed with zero r.ean and its variance will be

F102.

The two statistics a. and 7j are independently distributed. Accordingly,

if we set

we arrive at a parameter-free statistic having the well-known t-distribution with

four degrees of freedom. In other words, the probability density function of t

is

At) _I(, + t2A)- -12( + t2)

If seeding increases rainfall then ri, and consequently t, should tend to exceed

zero. Therefore, the appropriate measure of significance is the probability

(under the null hypothesis) that a value of t at least as great algebraically as

the one obtained in the seeding experiment would occur by chance. Specifically,

if in the experiment we find that t w r, then thc measdre of significance p(r) is

given by

p('O) f 4f(t)dt - ½• + 13)

(4 + oro )e1 Z

While the foregoing equation gives the exact value of p., numerical work cpn be



reducod tV referring to suitable tables.* The curve of Figure 3 represents the

density function f(t), and the shaded portion under the curve represents the prob-

ability p(.r).

. ~0•

Figure 3

The experiment can be extended indefinitely by replication--that is,

applying the same scheme over and over. Several nonoverlapping plols can be used

in the same storm, and repeated samples can be taken from the same plot in differ-

ent storms. The total evidence can then be pooled by the standard procedure of

combining probabilities from independent tests. Although the technique is simple,

and to a statistician intuitively clear, the non-statistician is apt to experience

difficulty in appreciating its validity. Therefore we shall sketch a derivation of

the method from first principles.

Suppose that two independent tests resulted in the significance measures

(probabilities) p1 and p2 respectively. Loosely speaking, the probability of ob-

taining such an outcome by chance is the product P1p2.'iMre precisely, however,

this product is really a probability density, because p1 and p2 are both continu-

ous variates. As a matter of fact, it can be shown that p1 and P2 are rectangular-

ly distributed, and since they obviously range from zero to 1, the constant density

value of each is unity. Construct a rectantular coordinate system, as in Figure 4,
with horizontal axis P1 and vertical axis P2 . Under the null hypothesis the points

(plOP 2 ), representing the results of any pair of tests, pre uniformly distributed

over the unit square in the first quadrant. The rectangular hyperbola pIP2 " X

defines the probability locus of all pairs of test results having equal likelihood.

The combined significance measure of any pair of tests for which pIp2 - is equal

to the area of that portion of the unit square which lies below the twperbola, for

"*U. G. Kendall, The Advanced Theory of Statistics Vol. 1; London, Charles Griffin
and Co. Appendix_, Tale 3 3p.4O. The numbers in this table, for four degrees of
freedim give the appropriate significance probabilities when subtracted from
mity.



P2 •

0 p1  1

Figure 4

this area represents the total probability of obtaining some pair of values for

which the likelihood is equal to or less than X. Denoting the combined signifi-

cance by P, we have

Pn 4 /p dPdP2 - ln

Similarly, for three independent tests, the sample space is a unit cube, within

which all points have unit density. The likelihood contour is the Iyperbolic sur-

face plp2p 3 - X, and the combined significance measure is

P a 1 - [ 1~ -,~p~d~p ln 76 + (In).

In general, for n tests it is easy to show that the combined significance measure

is

P - - In X + (_ (\ , 3 .. ) 3 + ... + ( -), nl (I n X ) -l 1j

where X equals the product of the p's. Since very good tables of logarithms are

available, P can be computed directly from the foregoing equation. However, most

of the arithmetic can be avoided by using tables of the chi-square integral. For

2n degrees of freedom, the density function of chi-square is

g(x 2) 1 (x2) -X
2nr(n)



and it turns out that the corresponding probability kntegxral is

2/2212 1) -

Now, if we make the Substitution X - e-X2/2 we obtain

~~22 (X2 /2) 2 2 -12
P - e+ (x/2) + /oo '' gX) X

Therefore, the combined significance '-Larure P can be evaluated from the integral

of chi-square with 2n degrees of freedom if we define

2
X -a21n X

A statistician arrives at this conclusion much more expeditiously by associating

with each probability P. a chi-square equal to -21n pi and having two degrees of

freedom, IV the reproductive property of chi-square, the sum of these is another

chi-square but with 2n degrees of freedom. The step of defining an individual

chi-square as -21n pi is justified by the fact that for two degrees of freedom,

chi-square is precisely equal to minus twice the logarithm of its own probability

integral.

Proceeding now to specific computational details, we present a comprohen-

sive numerical routine for the proposed grid system. The corresponding values of

Xi, 7,, and ri 3 arc exhibited in Table 1, and the entries of A are

11-7, Ex.o, A.-.1, Zx2.6, •.=o, •2 5

Hance

7 0 -1J
A= 0 6 0

-1 0 5

and the invrse matrix is .

3 o 6

6 o 42



Tablo 1

Corresponding Values of Variater-

n -1 1 rnJj
13 1 1

21 -1 0 r0 1

23 i O r23

31 -1 -'1 r 3 1

32 0 -1 r3 2

33 1 -1 r 33

The matrices A and A-I are, of course, independent of the rainfall data. In addi-

tion, we need four functions of the observations-namoly:

co - ri - (r + r. + r3 1 ) + (r 93 + r 23 + r 33 ) + r 32

c 1 irij -(r. + '21 + r 3 1 ) + (r 1 3 + r 2 3 + r33)

c2 a ljrij - (r. + r 13 ) - (r3 1 + r 3 2 + r 3 3 )

2 r. 22 r 2 + r 2  2 2 2

Formally, the estimated regression constants are given b-,

In this case the solution is

+obo-5o3-- 2



b, C,• r

b2 co + 7c2

The residlual sum of squares is

Z(r 1,j r* )2 - Zrij 2 - (b 0 %c0 .b Ic 1 + bed2

2. U (bo0 a0  + b2c2 ),,U 'J________. ..._._____=2

14

At ary point (xi.yj) the regrossion furetion is

* b + bjxi +

Therefore, the prediction r 22 for the point (0,0) reduces to

S
2 2  a bo

and that for the point (0,1) bocomes

r 12 b o + b2

AccordIngJ

Uo r'2 2 - b0

"1l - r,2 -bo -b 2

Giv.vo = a (1 0 0), v1 - (1 0 1), the tuantitios vA3'v are

v0 1 vI 0 ~ 1  T

lUmheupon the oowtantms k. end k1 arm

5.. 24.ko a 1 + ; Tr



The ammuazing quantities are

°. --k. + u-

If no interest attaches to i and s2 in themselves, the calculation of t can be

shortened br combining terms in a different vrw obtaining

wu +W312

where

W~ 0 68/39 -1.32

W, 1  2/n - I 24- 11

and, of course, Z(rij - r* 3 )2 a zri2 _ (boC + be1 + b2c2). To six decimals the
an 0 c

weights we, w: are 1.320451, 1.190238 respectively. Thus the figures given above

are acually good to three decimals, which should suffice forpractical purposes.

Operational considerations might dictate the use of a fixed network of

points for all experiments. In that case the test plots could be chosen as small

compact areas containing nine points, with the two test points oriented as before.

An important condition to be satisfied is that none of the nonseeded points must

be dormwind from the test points. Because the network is no longer assumed to be

strictly regular, the double subscript notation is inappropriate. Instead, we

shall number the points 0, 1, 2j,...., 8, the first two being the test points. This

scheme is represented in Table 2.



Table 2

Fixed Network Scheme

•Serial xr

Num x y r

0 0 01 Seeded
, ~ X Y, r . .. •. ,,lii

2 x2 Y2 2r•j

3 7 v3 r3

5 x5 y5 r5 Nonseeded

6 x6 Y6 r6

7 X71  77 r7

8 8 Y8 r8

_j1

Although the regression constants b0 , bl, b2 and the inverse matrix A are forma2-

yr .involved in the determination of s 2 , -U, and t, they need not be derived explicit-

oy. An efficient computational procedure is as follows:

Compute the sum of first powers, squares, and cross products-

8 * 8 8 82 8 28 28 ,8 ,
?j"Z7 .Zr, U, 2i Z ± &C~r1 s 7ziris 24vir
2 2-2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Then act up the initiAl matrix as shown below, it being understood that all sum-
mationa go from 2 to 8.

7 Ex Ar Zr 1 .1

2r EX2 DW Zx Zo x1

tr D Ar Wr - y - -v.

1 xo yo - - -

1Xl yo - - -

7. -- _ _



In the lower right hand corner of the initial matrix, the dashes represent blanks,

'which are to be ignored in the computations. Now derive the Crout auxiliary mat-

rix according to the directions given in liarchant Me÷theds, MM 182. Representing
* / the general element of this auxiliary matrix by the symbol aij we have

e11  1 12 e13 ' e15  e16

021 022 e23 024 e25 026

Auxiliary 031 e32 033 03j4 035 e36
Hatrix 04 2 %

e "
e51 e52 e 53 -

"e61 e062 e-63

Then 
h2 e )2 82

ts Po p ua ion (s4otet4 + t 42ec24 + teo34)

ua r ° p rt 30 - (eso leai + e52e24 + e53e nr)

d Is , thIs ra bi ri - (06net4 + g62d24 + e6se34) 1a

kOc g + ar5215 l e52e25 + ae53e35

k 1 + e6l1e6 + 062e26 + e63036

The rcst of the calculations are performed as previously. The mathematical justi-

fication of this computational short-cut re~i-uires too much matrix theory to be

gone into hero, but a numerical verification is ,furnished by the following cxar•.a

A square Plot, 30 miles on a side, was chosen in central Iowa. As pre-

viously discussed, this was subdivided into four grid squares 15 miles on a side.

From a contour map of hourly precipitation as of 4 a.m. on 18 Juno 1950 the rain-

fall amounts wrere road at the intersection points of the grid. The actual values

Sare shorn in Figure 5a, and the corresponding natural logarithms, ea•ch inrwe-ased

S by 10, are indicated in Figure 5b. It is legitimate to add 10,.or arV other ar-

•bitrary constant, to the logarithms, because the regression function adjusts to

any linear change of variable; one should be careful-, however, not to forget to

add 10 to the logarithm fhen the rainfall amount exceeds unity. WDo shall perform

the computations first by' the method given for the square grid and then tV the gen-

eral method using the Crout auxiliary matrix. In order to insure numerical agree8-
ment between the two systems, we shall carry more figures than would otherwise be

neededs



R n-.19 R. 2 .. ,18 R.i I.1 8.339 8.285 8.285

-. 27 .23 f .2  8.91 8.. 30 8. 86

R31 -. 32 R3 2
1 

130 R33 . 8.161 8.' 126 8. 91

Figure 5a Figure 5b

Since all nine of the observations represent natural precipitation, ve should ex-

pect the value of t to support the null Iypothesis that ordinary circumstances a.re

in force.

The functions co, cl, etc. are

co = 6o.149

c "0 -. 429

c2 - -9.724

Zr2 -517.l6241

The regression constants are

5c + c
b 0  2 91- 0- 1 - 8.559440o 3Z 4

b1- - .4-- ~--073,500bl 6

b + 702 - 7.91 -. 232912

The s%= of squares of residuals is

/



it

19-15-

*2 2
(r-r) Er - (bc +bc +

- 517.146241 - 517.137326

-. 008915

and .. * 2
2 -~i .002229

The deviations u and u, and the linear combination i are

,o - r22 - bo - 8.530 - 8.559441 - -. 029441

u_ - r 1 2 - bo - b2 - 8.285 - 8.326529 - -. 041529

U/ 79+ u.VT7/ -06Laj

U= 2 2031220

In connection with 7, we note for future reference that

ko - 39/34 - 1.147059, kI. - 24/17 - 1.4j11765

Now we compute the value of t by the two formulas given above, with and

without explicit use of i and s 2. TV the first formula,

- / -. 031220 v -.OQl2

Wr the second formula, using w0 , w1 to six decimals (wo - 1.32041, w, - 1.1•,02383

Yw have

r-0 -,,89 .0941a9

.- + w1 -. 088305 93527~'- •2 ;0 z

Again, by the second formula but using woj w to two decimal

"Orem



t oS. -9350

Thus the two-decimal weights are sufficiently accurate.

The general method is designed to take care of irregular3Jv spaced poi;ts
but, of course, it will give the same answrer as the. first method vhere the latter

is applicable. The arrangement of data for the general method is shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Basic Data for General WSthod

Serial yr
Number . .

0 0 0 8.530
8]0 Test

1 0 i 8.2 5 Points

2 0 -1 8.796

3 -1 1 8.339

4 -1 0 8.69L

5 -l -1 8.861
6 1 1 8.285

7 1 0 8.486
8 1 -I 8.691

The initial matrix is

7 0 -l 60.149 1 1

0 6 0 -. 429 0 0
-1 0 5 -9.724 0 1

"Initial - 60.249 -. 429 -9.724 - - -
Matrix

2. 0 0 - a -11 0 1 - - -

The correeponding trout adliaWy matrix is


